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The Class 158 features a single driving position and a driver’s door for use by the driver. Although it is a diesel-powered
vehicle, the Class 158 can be kitted out with air-operated hydraulically-assisted stepping doors (similar to the Class 165 Corry
and Class 321 Multiple Unit, or Class 322 Corry, only with the side doors) or standard hydraulic double-acting sliding doors.
The Class 158 is the first DMU to be constructed with a welded chassis (of aluminium and steel) rather than conventional
welded steel. This chassis has since been upgraded to a more modern one, but the distinctive design of the Class 158, with its
forward-sliding doors, rounded roof and low profile, remains. As a result, in 2009, the GBRf identified the Class 158 as the
most distinctive vehicle type in Britain. The carriage body, or body, is welded steel and the windows are made from toughened
glass (the toughened glass has a thicker lower safety glazing). There are doors at each end, and in the middle. A modern version
of the design can be found on the EWS Class 85 and 87 units. The fuel tank is located in the centre of the body, in the floor, for
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ease of access by drivers. The Class 158 is fitted with an ASDA Digital Interlocking system (ADI) and is usually painted in a
standard coachwork (off white) colour scheme. The Narrow B10 (LHD) power unit is the Cummins QSK16, while the
intermediate B14 (LHT) power unit is the Cummins ISB6. History In March 1990, the Leeds & North Eastern Railway ordered
a 'zero-to-life' DMU for the Leeds–Dewsbury Line. The project was called the British Rail Class 158, and the first prototype
(No.3002) was built in 1991 and tested from October 1993 to March 1994. The prototype underwent testing and trials in
1993–1994. The prototype had a space for an air horn, but the opportunity was later taken up by some transit operations in the
UK that used a separate'safety horn'. The prototype was eventually modified to incorporate the larger safety horn. The first
production Class 158 started revenue-earning service on 1 January 1996 on the Kirkstall Line. The units were kitted out with
Cummins QSK16 diesel engines, which were later changed 82157476af
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